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1]Title:- Registration of Third Gender as Voters. 

2] Objectives of the Practice:- Before we set the objectives we are to introduce 

why & how task has been decided by the ECI (Election Commission of India). 

Approximate population of third gender in Maharashtra was 10 lacks and out of them 

near about 1700 persons was registered. That was very trivial in percentage. So that 

new Election Commission of Maharashtra had launched the special drive of the of third 

gender voters. Election Commission of Maharashtra took the help of NGO's for the 

task.The students thought that it is a partof National Duty as the students of the 

college.  As well as it is a social responsibility which the students have to inculcate in 

their life for the betterment of their life as they are the past and parcel of the society. 

a)The main objective was that to motivate third gender voters to register and to take 

active part in voting process. The students of our college willingly took task.  

b) The objective of the practicing this Program is to make aware the third gender 

community about their rights to vote and the importance of rendering votes. As a 

human being and the citizen of India they have the equal rights to get participated in 

main democratic process of the country.  

c)To create awareness among the students about equal right principle of voting.  

d) To create better environment for gender equality in the society and also in the 

students.   

3] The Context of the Practice:-  

        Since independence regarding problems of third gender many movements were 

actively taken place. But no consideration about them as the voters. But no 

consideration about them as the voters. But voting is a not only a right but privilege to 

the third gender persons. Registration of voters is the step towards empowerment of  

third gender. The young transgender who were making their presence felt as the 

human being to the whole Society. The leader Mrs. Kale took Special efforts for the 



registration. 

 
She stepped towards the inclusion of third gender persons in the main stream of 

democracy. All the news papers lifted the movement which made aware the 

government of India and then it is percolated through Election Commission of 

Maharashtra to the society. 

        But most of the people from third gender community were not aware about their 

fundamental right of voting. They were totally unknown about the importance of 

rendering votes. The students to the task enthusiastically and the Election Officials of 

Ichalkaranji happily accepted the proposal of our college. 

4] The Practice:-  

        To start up for the task the students conducted meeting. Soon the voter’s 

registration had been declared by Election Commission of Maharashtra. First the 

students collected the addresses where the third gender persons are located. Student 

made the groups and the personal meeting door to door had been conducted.  

        In the beginning they could not believe that they could be the voters. The officials 

provided us the hall of Ichalkaranji Municipal Council. We started the office for the 

contact. Several assemblages were organized and the students explained them about 

their fundamental right. After the efforts of 15-20 days they were agreed for 

registration. More than 50 eligible third gender voters we found in Ichalkaranji 

Constituency.  

Another problem has to be faced. Some of them did not have their documents as birth 

certificates, Ration Cards etc. The students helped them and 70% success we got in the 

first phase. Election Commission had allowed the birth certificate given by their 

parents (guru maa) accept as the proof of birth date. The students personally 

contacted the leaders of the third gender persons.  

        After efforts of 46 days most of the third gender persons were ready with their 

documents. The reside was decided to valid by their letters they got from post office. 

In the registration form which gender has to be mentioned? That was problem. But in 

the  



 
 

registration form third gender is clearly mentioned. That was made them to get 

noticed. All the preparation was made fully. 

The officials appointed for Ichalkaranji Constituency, 279 and students of the college 

prepared the setup ready. The third gender persons physically challenged were 

brought the auto-rickshaw, motor cycle, and scooters. 27 March, 2019 onwards the 

campaign started it was up to 15 days rather.  Essential papers were properly 

presented with the help of the students, near about 40 persons got registered and 

later on got voting cards. The ‘Ten’ cards were awaited till the date. Thus the practice 

was successfully done by the students.  

5] Evidence of Success:-  

        After hard and smart work we registered them as voters. But when they got voting 

cards they phoned us. Thus we got the feedback. The remaining persons contacted us 

and asked about the cards and they admitted their mistakes. Then we again provided 

them the assistance for the new persons. Their documents were filed and they waited 

for cards. When first batch got the cards the second batch took interest and some of 

them are still in the pipeline.  

     After getting the cards more than 30 third genders voting card holders casted their 

votes in Loksabha Election 2019!. Mr. Dhaske, Mr. Prasad Dhaske they were the 

election officials who helped us BLO Mr. Ujwal Kurane also helped us at the field work 

level. The students thus got the satisfaction of the community service with success. 

Later on the second batch got the cards and them casted their votes for Assembly 

Election 2019. 

6] Problems Encountered and Resources required:-  

i) To collect the list the persons-  

To collect the list of the third gender persons was a tedious job. At the very first step 

we visited the temple of Renaka Devi in Ichalkaranji. There the students got some 

persons it was very difficult to convince them for registration. The student’s 

explained them about the purpose. 



 
 

ii) Contacts- 

 The students got address and met them personally. But most of them were not 

aware, about the significance of the voting card and its privilege. Near about two 

months we had to follow them. Sometimes they neglected students. Sometimes they 

promised to meet later on many of them tried to avoid the students.  

iii) To bring them for registration-  

Most of them put the reasons that they had no time as they were busy the ‘Jogava’. 

Some of them asked about lunch whether we provide or not. Some of them asked 

about the vehicles facility for their transportation. All the doubts had to be cleared and 

task got cleared. 
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1) Title of the Practice – Demonstration and Dramatization of Voting at 
polling station for the Parliament and Assembly Election-2019. 

2) Objectives of the Practice:- 

a) To make acquainted the polling officials for how to conduct voting smoothly without 
any disturbance. 

b) To create awareness in the officials about new rules and use of technology. 

c) To educate officials and peoples about trust on the democracy.  

d) To make awareness about polling mechanism among the people to cast their vote 
successfully. 

e) To encourage people for voting without fear.  

f) To educate officials for smooth handling of voting machines. 

g) To eliminate pressure in the voting process through demonstration and 
dramatization of voting mechanism. 

h) To educate peoples about how to vote successfully and create trust on democratic 
political setup in the mind without any doubt. 

3) The context:- 

Since independence our nation adopted democracy for political and administrative 
work. Hence mechanism of voting has great importance for trust worthiness and 
success of democracy. Start from beginning voting mechanism has changed timely. 
Nowadays electronic instruments (EVM and VVPAT) were used for voting process. In 
our nation people and other stake holders have doubt in their mind whether their 
votes will be casted successfully and simultaneously the presiding officersand other 
polling 



officers have also doubt whether they can handle the voters successfully? It has been 
observed that when all are under tremendous pressure in the time of actual voting. So 
Demonstration and Dramatization of voting process is necessary to create confidence 
among all the stake holders including voters. There are very simple rules to verify the 
voter’s identity but sometimes voters create unnecessary problems through their 
exercise. Here the skills are required to convince the voters successfully with smiling 
face how the voters are to be handled is important.   

4) The Practice:- 

In Ichalkaranji assembly constituency (No.-279) Dist. Kolhapur, Maharashtra State, the 
officials appointed for election has to undergo the training sessions. The presiding 
officers and other officers have also need the training about smooth handling of 
electronic instruments like (EVM and VVPAT) for successful voting process. Towards 
this necessary theoretical training is given by the concerned senior officials of the 
government. This all exercise done by government as per rules and regulations of 
election commission of India. But it is not sufficient to create healthy and smooth 
functioning of voting process. Unless involvement of stake holders in the society (i.e. 
teachers, social workers, students etc.) doubts and fear about voting mechanism is not 
eliminated. Purposefully our students actively participate in Demonstration and 
Dramatization of Voting at polling stations for Parliament and Assembly election –2019 
of Maharashtra. Before training sessions of officials our students presented one hour 
demonstrative of dramatization on critical issues related to voted of some elements in 
the society concerned with their voting problems. Our students present dramatization 
of voting issues about selected type of voters were taken as examples i.e. all women 
voters in Purdah, third gender Voters, illiterate voters, old aged voters, handicapped 
voters, the voters create nuisance, tender voters etc. A uniqueness of this best practice 
in the context of Indian higher education is that it is necessary and important to create 
literacy about voting mechanism and trustworthiness of democracy among the 
students with theoretical as well as practical demonstration. Our higher education 
system has continuously trying to create awareness about democratic setup and 
inculcate its values among the students through syllabus of social science subjects. 
Along with the  



 

theoretical knowledge, practical exercise is also having great importance.  We can 
inculcate values through practical demonstration and dramatization exercise related 
to proliferation and healthy development of Indian democracy among the students 
and all the elements in the society, particularly who comes from deprived section. The 
demonstration and dramatization of voting issues is useful to all officials and students 
also for understand difficulties in voting process.  

Our students demonstrated how they are handled EVM and VVPAT machines carefully 
and smoothly without any disturbance were dramatized by our students with 
explanation. The task was of 30 minutes and was completed successfully. The officials 
could understand in a better way. They personally contacted and expressed their 
views. They told that, they understood very quickly within half an hour. Further they 
said that they came to know the serious constrain or limitations to do this practice. 

5) Evidence of Success:-  

It had been experienced that officials who undergone the training sessions were happy 
about student’s demonstration and dramatization of voting at polling station for the 
Parliament and Assembly election-2019 to understand critical issues of some selected 
type of voters. So repeatedly the dramatization was staged at time of training. Our 
students successfully delivered programs. Every time students received big response 
from trainee officers. After demonstration trainee officers also asked questions to the 
students and students clarified issues satisfactory.  So the students were 
enthusiastically participating in the Practice. There were many training sessions before 
the parliament and assembly election-2019. Our students were attending each and 
every session for demonstration and dramatization of voting. The result of the voting 
of parliament and assembly election of 2019 and that was practiced very smoothly and 
proportion of problems was very less in percentage. Thus the entire task was 
completed successfully in the lance of minimization of problems encounter in voting 
process.     

 

 



 

6) Problems Encountered and Resources Required:-   

Our students completed the task with minimum resources by adjusting their daily 

working hours. They did not use expensive tools for demonstration and dramatization 

of voting at polling station for the Parliament and Assembly election-2019. The Officials 

having overconfidence with thought that they had the good experience as the officials 

to do work successfully.Another misunderstanding was that how the college students 

can give us the training as they are inexperienced. But after the performance they were 

convinced enough and they understood the sudden problems which would be 

occurred in during the time of voting process. Concluding the task was completed 

successfully and there were no serious problems encountered. 












